
 
 

 

 

Dover Microsystems Secures $6M Seed Funding 
 

 Investment will Fuel Dover’s Unique Hardware-based Approach to Cybersecurity; 
Geared Towards Safeguarding the Thriving IoT Industry 

 
WALTHAM, MA – February 21, 2018 − Dover Microsystems, a startup recently spun 
out of Draper, today announced the company has secured $6 Million in seed funding. 
The financing, led by Hyperplane Venture Capital, a firm specializing in investments in 
full-stack machine intelligence companies, will enable Dover to expand engineering 
and product development efforts, as well as support key hires across marketing and 
sales. Additional funding was provided by Draper, Qualcomm Ventures, the investment 
arm of Qualcomm Incorporated, and the Hub Angels Investment Group, a series of 
angel funds focused on seed stage investments in new technology sectors with a 
geographical preference for the Northeast.  
 
In today’s hyperconnected world, processors are at the core of every device and every 
system, from cars and cameras to pacemakers and power grids. Industry research 
suggests there will be more than 21 billion connected devices by 2020, yet the 
processors inside these devices aren’t designed to protect against the many 
vulnerabilities found in the software they run. Traditional cybersecurity software can in 
fact only further exacerbate the problem, as more code simply creates more 
vulnerabilities for attackers to exploit. 
 
Dover Microsystems’ CoreGuard™ solution was specifically designed with these 
vulnerabilities in mind. Using a proprietary approach, CoreGuard enables hardware to 
enforce updatable security policies to defend processors and embedded systems 
against all network-based attacks.   
 
“Without a doubt, Dover will revolutionize cybersecurity,” said Vivjan Myrto, Managing 
Partner of Hyperplane Venture Capital. “As attackers become more sophisticated, 
defensibility of processors will become a fundamental requirement for every system.”  
 
Dover’s CoreGuard solution is a unique hardware-based approach to cybersecurity. 
Geared towards the embedded device and industrial IoT industries, the seed 
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investment will enable Dover to amplify engineering and product development plans 
while providing marketing and sales support for critical vertical industries such as the 
semiconductor, automotive, medical, energy, point of sale, and connected home 
industries. 
 
“We recognize the need for robust and scalable security in IoT nodes and are 
confident that the solutions enabled by Dover will be compelling in their ability to solve 
many common security issues in embedded processors,” said Quinn Li, VP and Global 
Head of Qualcomm Ventures.  
 
“Today’s cybersecurity solutions have left companies and individuals even more 
exposed. By rethinking cybersecurity and leveraging a hardware-based approach, we 
can eliminate network-based attacks and safeguard embedded devices from attacks 
that target software vulnerabilities,” said Jothy Rosenberg, Dover Microsystems Co-
Founder and CEO. “With the recent infusion from our investors, our mission will be to 
further evangelize true cybersecurity and continue to deliver trusted solutions that 
bring security, safety, and privacy to the IoT industry.”  
 
About Dover Microsystems 
Dover is the first company to bring real security to silicon. Dover’s patented CoreGuard 
solution delivers protection against cyberattacks, and integrates with market-leading 
RISC processors to eliminate software vulnerability risk out of endpoint devices. For 
more information about the company, please visit www.dovermicrosystems.com. 
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